
To: Investor Partners of Castlereagh Equity Pty Ltd 

From:  Peter Phan 

Date:  30 June 2014 

Re: Monthly Update 

 

 Castlereagh Equity ASX All Ordinaries Relative 

Performance 

CE Net Asset 

Value 

1 November 2013 

to 

30 June 2014 

-3.3% -0.7% -2.6% 96.7 cents 

 

Nothing much has changed in the month of June 2014. Investor partners may note that the All 

Ordinaries has gone precisely nowhere since 1 November 2014, starting at 5420 and ending at 5382 

on 30 June 2014. 

 

In my last memorandum, I wrote that we have identified some wonderful businesses which are 

approaching fair price, and that we were just waiting for a good entry price during tax loss selling 

season.  Well, it has been a disappointing tax loss selling season, not unlike the feeling you get when 

you have waited for the annual sales to come along only to find that the merchandise were 

discounted by a measly 10%. It is possible that one of the reasons for the moderate selling this year 

in June was a result of the operation of the wash rule, as we have observed selling and lower prices 

at the end of May, which corresponded exactly to a period of 6 weeks to the start of the new 

financial year. 

 

Accordingly, CE funds are still currently over 50% in cash and the balance invested in a diversified 

portfolio of shares procured inexpensively compared to their intrinsic value. We reiterate the 

common characteristics of our shares, namely high proportion of holdings by owner managers, little 

to no leverage, excess cash backing and procured at low single digit cashflow multiples. Over a 

reasonable period of time, say 3 to 5 years, we expect the excess value in our holdings working on 

our behalf will produce quite satisfactory results. At this stage, we need to exercise the most 

precious of all commodities, namely patience.   

 

It is very much business as usual at CE. We continue to research and investigate potential 

investments. Bit by bit, the gradual accumulation of knowledge and greater understanding and 

insights into various industries and businesses provide a significant edge. Not unlike vintage wines, 

investing work done with diligence and consistency improves inexorably with the passing of time.   

 

We are now headed for the full year reporting season. The businesses comprising our current 

holdings would have mostly increased their intrinsic values, in most cases, adding upon their current 

cash pile. Whether or not the market will be cognisant of their value within the next few months is 

not something we can control or predict. However, we are certain, as night follows day, that pricing 

will eventually match or exceed value.   

 

We believe it is worth repeating that our preferred method of investing, loosely termed value 

investing, works over an extended period of time precisely because it does not always work all the 

time. Inherent in our approach is the willingness and ability to take advantage of extreme 

movements in price compared to underlying value, and then exercising patience to wait until prices 

normalise.    



 

If any investor partner wishes to contact me to discuss this memorandum or any other matters 

related to CE, please do not hesitate to do so.  Contact details can be found on CE’s website. 

 

Thank you for your trust and confidence in us. 

Regards 

Peter Phan 

Director, Castlereagh Equity Pty Ltd 


